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Practice makes perfect.
—ENGLISH PROVERB

re·li·a·ble—adjective—Giving the same result in successive trials.1
A tenet of systems engineering says that the reliability of a linear
system is the product of the reliability of each of the system’s components. For example, imagine a system with three components like that
shown in Figure 6-1.
1. From www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary?va=reliable.
129
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Component A
90% Reliable

FIGURE 6-1

Component B
90% Reliable

Component C
90% Reliable

A system with three components

Each component in this sample system has its reliability measured
and the values are each determined to be 90% (disregard how the 90%
value was determined). If you weren’t a systems engineer, you’d probably figure the reliability of this entire system is then 90%. That
answer, however, isn’t correct: .90 * .90 * .90 is actually .73. The overall reliability of this system is only 73%.
Ever driven across a bridge that was 73% reliable? If you had a pen
that only worked 73% of the time, wouldn’t you throw it out? We
assume that most bridges we drive over are 100% reliable and most
pens we use are 100% reliable until they run out of ink. To gain that
reliability, the builders of bridges and makers of pens ensure reliability
at the lowest possible building block, because that’s the only way to
ensure the overall reliability.
This is why in the 1970s sales of Japanese cars began to eclipse
sales of U.S.-made cars. The Japanese manufacturers identified and
applied this principle, and the reliability of Japanese-made cars was simply much better than their U.S. counterparts. The Japanese manufacturers realized they had to ensure reliability at the lowest possible level.
Now imagine a software system (which, by the way, is nonlinear—
this essentially means you have to also consider the reliability of the
interface or connector between each object). Probably none of us has
ever worked on a software system with three components (i.e., objects)
like in Figure 6-1. Most software systems have hundreds if not thousands of objects! A linear system composed of 100 components each
having 99% reliability would yield a system that is only 37% reliable.
If you wanted to build a software application that had a Service
Level Agreement of 100% (or close), you’d absolutely have to ensure
reliability at the individual object level. If you can’t ensure and measure reliability at the lowest level, you can’t possibly do that at the system level. Yet this is how we, as an industry, have largely been
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constructing and delivering software. Design it, build it, then throw it
over the wall to the Quality Assurance (QA) team, who tests at the system level and inevitably finds some number of defects. At some point,
we then unleash the system on our customers, who unsurprisingly also
find defects, sometimes to the detriment of corporate profits, your reputation, or both.
So as a bottom line, if we are to build software systems that are
truly reliable, we have to ensure reliability at the object level, which
can only be achieved through successful unit testing. Otherwise, we
can’t possibly hope to build highly reliable applications. Of course,
just writing the unit test for an object doesn’t necessarily guarantee
reliability. The test must effectively exercise the use of the object;
moreover, the test must be run often.
Because objects in a software system communicate with each
other, tests must be run any time and every time something in the system changes. Building continuous testing into your CI system gives
you this capability. Figure 6-2 shows you where we are in creating a
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fully implemented, automated build and CI system using the Integrate
button illustration.

Automate Unit Tests
People often use the term “unit test” rather broadly. This can cause
confusion, especially when people start claiming their unit tests “take
too long to run.” Defining a common vocabulary for developer tests
can assist in categorizing them into efficient groups, which can make
all the difference in creating an effective CI system capable of running
fast builds.
Unit tests verify the behavior of small elements in a software system, which are most often a single class. Occasionally, though, the
one-to-one relationship between a unit test and a class is slightly augmented with additional classes because the classes under test are
tightly coupled.
Listing 6-1 shows a unit test written with the TestNG framework.
TestNG is annotation-based, hence the @testng.test Javadoc-like
comment in the starPatternTest method. This test case verifies, via
Java 1.4’s assert capability, that the class RegexPackageFilter
properly filters strings via a regular expression pattern.
LISTING 6-1

Isolated Unit Test Using TestNG

public class RegexPackageFilterTestNG {
/**
* @testng.test
*/
public void starPatternTest() throws Exception{
Filter filter = new RegexPackageFilter("java.lang.*");
assert filter.applyFilter("java.lang.String"):
"filter returned false";
assert !filter.applyFilter("org.junit.TestCase"):
"filter returned true for org.junit.TestCase";
}
}
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Some unit tests require minimal outside dependencies, which are
only other classes. Those dependent classes are themselves simple and
don’t have deep object graphs. Occasionally, unit tests even employ
mocks, which are simple objects that substitute for real, more complicated objects. If a dependent object itself does depend on an outside
entity like a file system or database and isn’t mocked, the test becomes
a component test (defined next).
Listing 6-2 shows an example of a unit test written in Ruby that
verifies the behavior of a filtering type. This test would still be considered a unit test even though it uses two classes, RegexFilter and
SimpleFilter, because it only uses one type to verify behavior.
LISTING 6-2

Isolated Unit Test Using Ruby

require "test/unit"
require "filters"
class FiltersTest < Test::Unit::TestCase
def test_regex
fltr = RegexFilter.new(/Google|Amazon/)
assert(fltr.apply_filter("Google"))
end
def test_simple
fltr = SimpleFilter.new("oo")
assert(fltr.apply_filter("google"))
end
def test_filters
fltrs = [SimpleFilter.new("oo"), RegexFilter.new(/Go+gle/)]
fltrs.each{ | fltr |
assert(fltr.apply_filter("I love to Gooogle on the Internet"))
}
end
end

The key aspect for unit tests is having no reliance on outside
dependencies such as databases, which have the tendency to increase
the amount of time it takes to set up and run tests. Unit tests can be created and run early in the development cycle (i.e., day one). Because of
the rapid time between coding and testing the results, unit tests are an
efficient way of debugging.
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Automate Component Tests
Component or subsystem tests verify portions of a system and may
require a fully installed system or some external dependencies, such as
databases, file systems, or network endpoints, to name a few. These
tests verify that components interact to produce the expected aggregate
behavior. A typical component test requires the underlying database to
be running and may even cross architectural boundaries. Because
larger amounts of code are exercised by each test case, more code coverage is obtained per test, and therefore, these tests tend to run longer
than unit tests.
Listing 6-3 presents a sample component test that utilizes the
DbUnit framework to seed a database, and then attempts to find data
based on the contents of the database. DbUnit uses XML files, which it
reads and then inserts the corresponding data into matching database
tables.
LISTING 6-3

Component Test Using DbUnit

public class DefaultWordDAOImplTest extends DatabaseTestCase {
protected IDataSet getDataSet() throws Exception {
return new FlatXmlDataSet(new File("test/conf/wseed.xml"));
}
protected IDatabaseConnection getConnection() throws Exception {
final Class driverClass =
Class.forName("org.gjt.mm.mysql.Driver");
final Connection jdbcConnection =
DriverManager.getConnection(
"jdbc:mysql://localhost/words",
"words", "words");
return new DatabaseConnection(jdbcConnection);
}
public void testFindVerifyDefinition() throws Exception{
final WordDAOImpl dao = new WordDAOImpl();
final IWord wrd = dao.findWord("pugnacious");
for(Iterator iter =
wrd.getDefinitions().iterator();
iter.hasNext();){
IDefinition def = (IDefinition)iter.next();
TestCase.assertEquals(
"def is not Combative in nature; belligerent.",
"Combative in nature; belligerent.",
def.getDefinition());
}
}
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public DefaultWordDAOImplTest(String name) {
super(name);
}
}

Component-level tests use more dependencies than unit tests, but
still not necessarily as many as higher-level system tests (defined
shortly). Component-level tests exercise code via an API, but these
may or may not be exposed to clients. In Listing 6-3, an object in a
Data Access Object (DAO) layer is essentially tested via an exposed
interface. Another example of a component test is exercising an action
class in a Struts architecture via the StrutsTestCase framework, as
shown in Listing 6-4. This test obviously requires a database to be running; however, the Web container is mocked out and the API exercised
isn’t necessarily exposed to clients.
In Listing 6-4, the StrutsTestCase framework has been combined
with DbUnit to provide both a database seeding functionality and a
mock container. The DeftMeinMockStrutsTestCase class is a template,
which requires that the getDBUnitDataSetFileForSetUp method be
implemented.
LISTING 6-4

Component Test Using StrutsTest

public class ProjectViewActionTest extends DeftMeinMockStrutsTestCase {
public void testProjectViewAction() throws Exception {
this.addRequestParameter("projectId", "100");
this.setRequestPathInfo("/viewProjectHistory");
this.actionPerform();
this.verifyForward("success");
Project project = (Project)this.getRequest()
.getAttribute("project");
assertNotNull(project);
assertEquals(project.getName(), "DS");
}
protected String getDBUnitDataSetFileForSetUp() {
return "dbunit-seed.xml";
}
public ProjectViewActionTest(String name) {
super(name);
}
}
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This type of test is also commonly referred to as an integration
test. The difference between this type of test and a system test is that
integration tests (or component tests or subsystem tests) don’t always
exercise a publicly preferable API. For example, a system test would
exercise a Web application through its Web pages, but a component
test would exercise the business layer under the application Web pages.

Automate System Tests
System tests exercise a complete software system and therefore
require a fully installed system, such as a servlet container and associated database. These tests verify that external interfaces like Web
pages, Web service end points, and GUIs work end to end as designed.
System tests have the tendency for lengthy runtimes in addition to prolonged set-up times. But when you are successfully running your automated unit and component tests, you are identifying a number of
lower-level issues beforehand and you simply plan intervals for running this longer test, perhaps as part of a secondary integration build or
even during off-hours, like overnight.
System tests are fundamentally different than functional tests,
which test a system much like a client would use the system. For
example, in Listing 6-5 the test mimics a browser by manipulating the
site via HTTP; however, this test doesn’t use a browser. A framework
like Selenium,2 which drives a browser, can be used to create functional tests. You still perform automated and manual functional testing
at another interval after completing automated systems tests—one
does not preclude the other.
Listing 6-5 contains a sample JWebUnit test case, which attempts
a Web site login and then verifies whether the attempt was successful.
While it may not be obvious in this code, the entire system (a servlet
container and a database) has to be installed and running for this test
case to work. Note that the setup here isn’t in the test case but is part of
a larger aspect of the build.

2. Selenium is a Web-based, cross-browser functional testing tool available at
www.openqa.org/selenium/.
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System Test Using JWebUnit

public class LoginTest extends WebTestCase {
protected void setUp() throws Exception {
getTestContext().
setBaseUrl("http://pone.acme.com/meinst/");
}
public void testLogIn() {
beginAt("/");
setFormElement("j_username", "aader");
setFormElement("j_password", "a1445");
submit();
assertTextPresent("Logged in as aader");
}
}

Automate Functional Tests
Functional tests, as the name implies, test the functionality of an
application from the viewpoint of a client, which means the tests themselves mimic clients. These tests are also known as acceptance tests.
As mentioned earlier, frameworks like Selenium actually control a
browser and enable it to interact with a Web site. Selenium tests are
written in tabular forms, which represent a work flow, complete with
commands and assertions. The code in Listing 6-6 is a Selenium test
case that attempts a Web site login and then verifies if the attempt was
successful.
LISTING 6-6

Functional Test Using Selenium

TestLoginSuccess
open

/ib/app

verifyTitle

Integrate Button – Welcome

verifyTextPresent

Welcome to The IntegrateButton.com.
Please log in to access exclusive
material for the book.

clickAndWait

link=Log In

type

inputUserId

admin

type

inputPassword

admin

clickAndWait

loginSubmit

assertTextPresent

Logout
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clickAndWait

Link=Logout

assertTextPresent

Log In

verifyTitle

Integrate Button - Welcome

assertTextPresent

Welcome to The IntegrateButton.com.
Please log in to access exclusive
material for the book.

As demonstrated in Listing 6-6, Selenium utilizes table models for
testing, which are highly effective communication mechanisms that
someone can author without needing to be a developer. As you can
see, this test does a number of things: It verifies aspects of a page as
well as fills in forms and verifies data.
We need a common understanding that tests are differentiated specifically by the setup they require (seeding databases, etc.), which correlates directly to how long they take to run. Test categorization is
especially important in the context of CI—when builds run long in too
many contexts, it can drastically affect you and your team’s perception
of CI.

Categorize Developer Tests
Writing and running tests is obviously a good thing, but unless we treat
them as an architectural component that requires proper categorization
and structure, they can start looking like a hurdle, instead of the key, to
success. As the code base increases during your project, we’re talking
about a lot of tests—and if you run all written tests at all times in your
CI system, builds take longer and longer to complete.
Categorizing developer tests into respective buckets (unit tests,
component tests, system tests, and even functional tests) helps you to
run slower running tests after the faster running tests. For example,
running system tests every time the repository changes is a time- and
resource-consuming task and delays notifying interested parties if
there happens to be an issue with the build. If this delay is too long and
developers have moved on to other activities, one of the primary benefits of Continuous Integration is not realized. Why not run unit tests
every time someone checks code in, as they don’t take much time to
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execute, and then schedule periodic intervals to run component tests
(or after commit builds) and then another interval scheme for system
tests? Those intervals can be increased as iterations come to a close,
and you probably want to run them more often in the initial project
stages too.
Frameworks like NUnit for .NET and versions of JUnit and
TestNG for Java have annotations that make categorizing tests quite
easy; in other frameworks, segregating tests is a bit more challenging.
For example, with older versions of JUnit, there is no mechanism
within the framework itself or within Ant to easily divide tests into
three groups. This still can be achieved, however, with a simple naming scheme or, even easier, with an appropriate directory strategy.
One practice for developer testing is to place unit tests in a separate directory from the source code. For example, a project directory
structure would have a src folder for the source code and a test
folder for associated tests. A sample project could have a root directory like that shown in Listing 6-7.
LISTING 6-7

Sample Project Directory

root
build.xml
build.properties
src/
test/

The src directory contains directories that hold source code, while
the test directory is further divided into more specific directories such
unit, component, and system. For example, the directory listing
would appear as shown in Listing 6-8.
LISTING 6-8

Directory Listing of test

test/
unit/
component/
system/

The unit, component, and system directories in Listing 6-8 hold
associated tests for each category. The system directory, for example,
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would have a directory structure which maps to the system tests’ package names (which usually map to the corresponding class under the
tests’ packages), as shown in Listing 6-9.
LISTING 6-9

Sample Directory Structure of the system Folder

test/
system/
test/
com/
acme/
stock/
LogInTest.java
AccountTest.java

Now that the tests are segregated into separate directories, your
chosen build system needs an update. In the case of Ant, running categorized tests becomes a matter of defining targets that use the
batchtest element found in Ant’s JUnit task, which is displayed in
Listing 6-10.
LISTING 6-10

The JUnit Task’s batchtest Element

<batchtest todir="${testreportdir}">
<fileset dir="test/unit">
<include name="**/*Test.*"/>
</fileset>
</batchtest>

The naming pattern referenced in the include element is
generic—it’s the directory referenced in the dir attribute of fileset
that specifies what tests to run, which in this case are the unit tests.
Don’t forget that you can also automate functional tests, such as
those defined with Selenium; however, these tests will follow a different execution paradigm with additional test runners that can be easily
segregated, for example, into unique Ant tasks. By defining a common
manner for categorizing tests, such as through annotations or naming
patterns, you are all set to instruct your CI system to run each category
when appropriate, and your build times are completely manageable.
This means that tests can be run at regular intervals instead of being
abandoned when they take too long to execute.
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Run Faster Tests First
Typically, the majority of a build’s runtime is spent on tests, and the
longest tests are those with dependencies on outside objects such as
databases, file systems, and Web containers. Unit tests require the least
setup (by definition, none), and system tests need the most (everything). By defining and grouping tests by type—unit, component, and
system—development teams can fashion a build process that runs test
categories rather than a gigantic test task that runs everything at once.
Unit tests run most often (with every commit); component tests, system tests, and functional tests can be run with secondary builds or on
periodic intervals.

Unit Tests
A true unit test should run to completion (successfully) in a fraction of
a second. If a unit test takes longer, take a close look at it—it’s either
broken, or instead of being a unit test, it is really a component-level
test. The XP mantra of “test a little, code a little, test a little…” is predicated on the notion of rapid testing. If unit testing takes enough time
that the developer can focus on something else, it’s taking too long. It
will become a burden, and will soon become something to avoid
instead of depend on.
In a CI environment, builds are run any time someone applies a
change to the version control repository; therefore, unit tests should be
run each time someone checks in code (called the commit build).
There is little configuration cost, and the resource cost to run them is
negligible.

Component Tests
Component tests, which usually have multiple dependencies, take a bit
longer to run. As such, they should be run as part of secondary builds
or periodically; regardless, they should be run before committing code
into a repository (in your private build). As we covered in Chapter 4,
component tests can be run as part of a secondary, and more “heavyweight,” integration build that follows the commit build. Component
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tests have a specific cost to them: Dependencies have to be put in place
and configured. These tests alone may only take a few seconds; however, in the aggregate, this time adds up. Some projects with lightweight component tests can get away with running them with every
commit build.
For example, the component test shown in Listing 6-11 takes, on
average, four seconds to run.
LISTING 6-11
using
using
using
using
using
using

Sample Component Test

System;
System.Collections;
NUnit.Framework;
NHibernate.Cfg;
NDbUnit.Core.OleDb;
NDbUnit.Core;

namespace NHibernate.words
{
[TestFixture]
public class WordTest
{
private const string CONN = @"Provider=SQLOLEDB..";
private const string SCHEMA = @"Dataset2.xsd";
private const string XML = @"XMLFile2.xml";
private OleDbUnitTest fixture;
private ISessionFactory sessFact;
[SetUp]
public void SetUp()
{
this.fixture = new OleDbUnitTest(CONN);
this.fixture.ReadXmlSchema(SCHEMA);
this.fixture.ReadXml(XML);
this.sessFact =
new Configuration().Configure().BuildSessionFactory();
}
[Test]
public void verifyFinder()
{
this.fixture.PerformDbOperation(DbOperationFlag.CleanInsert);
ISession session = this.sessFact.OpenSession();
IQuery qry = session.GetNamedQuery("word.finder.bySpelling");
qry.SetAnsiString("spelling", "pugnacious");
IList list = qry.List();
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Assert.AreEqual(((Word)(list[0])).PartOfSpeech, "adj");
session.Close();
}
}
}

This test does a couple of things that cause the total test time to
increase, and it is also more complex to configure. First, the test seeds
a database via NDbUnit,3 which is a database seeding framework. In
this case, NDbUnit does an insert of the data found in the XML file
XMLFile2.xml, which also means an XML parsing step. This test case
then configures NHibernate, and then a test is run and a word is
retrieved from the database.
Any wonder why this test takes four seconds to run? Each additional test case in this class may not add too much time; however, execute
this ten more times and the total time is now approaching a minute.

System Tests
System and functional tests, which require a fully installed system,
take the longest to run. Additionally, the complexity of configuring a
fully functional system occasionally limits the full automation of these
tests. Running system tests with every commit build could be a recipe
for disaster, but sometimes these types of tests are run with secondary
or periodic builds. Otherwise, nightly (off-hour) runs are good for
these tests.
The next time you add a test case to your build, consider the longterm implications of running all of your tests, and then start optimizing
your build to categorize your tests so you can stage their execution.

Write Tests for Defects
Developer testing and CI may decrease the frequency of software
defects, but the fact of the matter is that defects will still occur. That’s

3. NDbUnit is an open source project for .NET, available at www.ndbunit.org/.
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okay, though—mistakes happen and mistakes can be fixed and, ideally,
learned from. Making the same mistake twice, though, is quite
unforgivable.
Some use the term defect-driven development when referring to
writing tests for defects; however, that term has always sounded rather
negative. Defects don’t drive development—preventing those nasty
aberrations drives development! If anything, defects halt development—it’s the act of addressing them and then ensuring they don’t
come back that keeps the wheels moving. Here is a proven strategy for
guaranteeing that once a defect is found, it doesn’t come back.
When a defect is discovered, find and isolate the offending code. If
the project has a healthy number of test cases, it’s probably a good bet
that the defect has occurred in some portion of untested code (maybe an
unconsidered path)—and most likely in the interaction of components.
For example, Listing 6-12 presents a find method in a Hibernate
DAO class, which attempts to retrieve a word from a database.
LISTING 6-12

DAO with a Defect

public IWord findWord(String word) throws FindException{
Session sess = null;
try{
sess = WordDAOImpl.sessFactory.getHibernateSession();
final Query qry = sess.getNamedQuery("word.finder.bySpelling");
qry.setString("spelling", word);
final List lst = qry.list();
final IWord wrd = (IWord)lst.get(0);
sess.close();
return wrd;
}catch(Throwable thr){
try{sess.close();}catch(Exception e){}
throw new FindException("Exception while finding word: "
+ word + " "+ thr.getMessage(), thr);
}
}

This class has been reasonably tested in a series of componentlevel tests that utilize DbUnit. These tests verify the basic CRUD (create, read, update, and delete) operations. For example, Listing 6-13
shows a test for the find method.
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Sample Sunny Day Test Case

public void testFindVerifyDefinition() throws Exception{
final WordDAOImpl dao = new WordDAOImpl();
final IWord wrd = dao.findWord("pugnacious");
for(Iterator iter = wrd.getDefinitions().iterator();
iter.hasNext();){
IDefinition def = (IDefinition)iter.next();
TestCase.assertEquals(
"def is Combative in nature; belligerent.",
"Combative in nature; belligerent.",
def.getDefinition());
}
}

During functional testing of the larger application (in this case, a
dictionary), it is discovered that if the user attempts to search for a word
that isn’t in the dictionary, the application heaves a nasty exception
stack trace, which utterly confuses users. After some crafty detective
work, someone discovers that the findWord method in WordDAOImpl
throws an unexpected IndexOutOfBoundsException (which is masked
by a FindException) if no word is returned via the Hibernate API.
This aberrant behavior wasn’t accounted for! A defect has been
discovered! All is not lost, though. Remember, we are forgiven for creating this defect, but only once. We have an opportunity to fix this
nefarious glitch, but if it breaks again we should rethink our approach.
The first step in regaining your pride is to write a test case that
exposes the defect. Read that sentence again slowly. Your first reaction
may be to fix the offending code and move on to other, more exciting
things (happy hour!); however, if you go that route, you lose an excellent chance to ensure that the same bug never comes back again. Start
by writing a test case that triggers the same exact behavior that was
reported in the defect summary. In this case, we need to cause the code
to throw an IndexOutOfBoundsException, such as the one shown in
Listing 6-14. Remember that we’re writing a test to pass on the behavior, not to fail.
LISTING 6-14

Test Case Verifying the Defect

public void testFindInvalidWord() throws Exception{
final WordDAOImpl dao = new WordDAOImpl();
try{
final IWord wrd = dao.findWord("fetit");
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TestCase.fail("This should throw an exception");
}catch(FindException ex){
Throwable thr = ex.getOriginalException();
TestCase.assertTrue("Should be instance of " +
IndexOutOfBoundsException",
ex.getOriginalException() instanceof
IndexOutOfBoundsException);
}
}

If you run this test, it passes. Therefore, you’ve proven that there is
a defect. Now you can fix it.
This methodology, by the way, is slightly different than the prevailing “defect-driven development” approach, which suggests writing
a failing test case first and then to keep running that test (while fixing
the defect) until the test stops failing. For example, the code in Listing
6-15 is a defect-driven test case.
LISTING 6-15

Sample Defect-Driven Style Test Case

public void testFindInvalidWordException() {
final WordDAOImpl dao = new WordDAOImpl();
try{
final IWord wrd = dao.findWord("fetit");
}catch (FindException e){
TestCase.fail("Didn't find word fetit");
}
}

This test case, of course, fails when first run (assuming the defect
is still present). This practice does work; however, it presents some
opportunities for refinement. Writing a test case that purposely fails at
first present these challenges.
• It is difficult to write a failing test in this scenario that uses an
assert properly.
Because of this, asserts may not ever be added, even after the test
case doesn’t fail anymore. This means the test case isn’t necessarily passing—it is merely not failing.
• At this point in the game, it is tricky to know how the fix will
affect behavior, so in attempting to fail the test you end up guessing what the fix may be.
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In Listing 6-15, the assumption is made that the fix will cause
the code to no longer throw an exception. This is true, but it’s
only part of the whole story.
• Once a fix has been made in the code under test, the failing test
works; however, it doesn’t actually verify the change in behavior.
At this point, because the test case works, most people don’t go
back to update it. In our case, in order to fix the defect we in essence
need to break the test, which is the opposite of what defect-driven
development advocates.
Examining the code closely reveals that we need to check for an
empty list before attempting to grab the first element. We’re left with a
design choice at this point—should the code return null, return an
empty Word, or throw an exception? The decision is made to return
null if the parameter value cannot be retrieved from the database via
Hibernate (see Listing 6-16).
LISTING 6-16

Updated Code That Fixes the Defect

public IWord findWord(String word) throws FindException{
Session sess = null;
try{
sess = WordDAOImpl.sessFactory.getHibernateSession();
final Query qry = sess.getNamedQuery("word.finder.bySpelling");
qry.setString("spelling", word);
final List lst = qry.list();
IWord wrd = null;
if(lst.size() > 0){
wrd = (IWord)lst.get(0);
}
sess.close();
return wrd;
}catch(Throwable thr){
try{sess.close();}catch(Exception e){}
throw new FindException("Exception while finding word: "
+ word + " "+ thr.getMessage(), thr);
}
}

With the code under test conceivably fixed, the test is run again
and this time it fails. This next decision is what differentiates this
approach from others—in fixing our test case, we will assert the new
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behavior. The defect-driven example would work by now, and the
chances are we’d leave the test case as so. But that test case doesn’t
provide too much value now. We need to assert that when an invalid
word is passed into the findWord method, null is returned. We also
need to assert than an Exception isn’t thrown. The updated test case is
shown in Listing 6-17.
LISTING 6-17

Updated Test Case Verifying the Fix

public void testFindInvalidWord() throws Exception{
final WordDAOImpl dao = new WordDAOImpl();
try{
final IWord wrd = dao.findWord("fetit");
TestCase.assertNull("Should have received back a null object", wrd);
}catch(FindException ex){
TestCase.fail("This should not throw an exception");
}
}

Now we’re done and we’ve accomplished two things. First, the
defect has been corrected. Congratulations! Second, a regression test is
now in place that truly asserts the correct behavior of the fix.
Which practice should we follow: defect-driven development, or
should we call it continuous-prevention development? They both
drive you to:
• Fix the defect
• And prevent the defect from recurring
Continuous-prevention development, however, has the tendency to
drive you to carry out a third step, which is asserting any new behavior
triggered by the defect’s fix.

Make Component Tests Repeatable
Many Web applications work against databases. Databases, however,
present quite a large dependency for testing, leaving you with two
choices: Either mock out as much as possible and avoid the database
altogether for as long as possible, or pay the price and utilize the data-
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base. The latter choice presents a new series of challenges—how do
you control the database during testing? Even better, how do you make
those tests repeatable?
By far, the easiest way to make your testing cake and eat it is to
use a database-seeding framework like any of the xDbUnits (such as
NDbUnit for .NET, DbUnit for Java, and PDbSeed for Python). These
frameworks abstract a database’s data set into XML files and then
offer the developer fine-grained control as to how this data is seeded
into a database during testing. For example, the snippet shown in Listing
6-18 is from a DbUnit XML seed file.
LISTING 6-18

Sample DbUnit Data File

<word WORD_ID="1" SPELLING="pugnacious" PART_OF_SPEECH="Adjective"/>
<definition DEFINITION_ID="10"
DEFINITION="Combative in nature; belligerent."
WORD_ID="1"
EXAMPLE_SENTENCE="The pugnacious youth had no friends left to pick on."/>
<synonym SYNONYM_ID="20" WORD_ID="1" SPELLING="belligerent"/>
<synonym SYNONYM_ID="21" WORD_ID="1" SPELLING="aggressive"/>

Via DbUnit’s DatabaseTestCase, the data in the XML file is
manipulated via operations such as insert, update, and delete. The specific
database is configured by implementing the abstract getConnection
method, and the XML file is located via the getDataSet method (see
Listing 6-19).
LISTING 6-19

Sample Database Test Case

public class DefaultWordDAOImplTest extends DatabaseTestCase {
protected IDataSet getDataSet() throws Exception {
return new FlatXmlDataSet(
new File("test/conf/words-seed.xml"));
}
protected IDatabaseConnection getConnection() throws Exception {
final Class driverClass =
Class.forName("org.gjt.mm.mysql.Driver");
final Connection jdbcConnection =
DriverManager.getConnection(
"jdbc:mysql://localhost/words",
"words", "words");
return new DatabaseConnection(jdbcConnection);
}
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public void testFindVerifyDefinition() throws Exception{
final WordDAOImpl dao = new WordDAOImpl();
final IWord wrd = dao.findWord("pugnacious");
for(Iterator iter =
wrd.getDefinitions().iterator(); iter.hasNext();){
IDefinition def = (IDefinition)iter.next();
assertEquals("Combative in nature; belligerent.",
"Combative in nature; belligerent.",
def.getDefinition());
}
}
public DefaultWordDAOImplTest(String name) {
super(name);
}
}

Note, though, that this class makes the assumption that the database is located on the same machine on which the test is run. This may
be a safe assumption on the developer’s workstation, but obviously this
configuration can present a challenge in CI environments.
One solution is to pull out the hard-coded connection strings and
place them into properties files. There is, however, a more effective
mechanism. If DbUnit is utilized to seed a database, you can infer that
the application itself then uses a database. If this is the case, it is a
common practice to avoid hard-coding connection information within
a code base; therefore, why not configure DbUnit to read the same file
that the application under test reads?
For example, in Hibernate applications, database connection information is usually defined in the hibernate.cfg.xml file. You can easily
write a utility class that parses this file and obtains the proper connection information. Even better, as shown in Listing 6-20, you can rely
on Hibernate to provide the desired information.
LISTING 6-20

Hibernate Configuration Utility

public class DBUnitHibernateConfigurator {
static Configuration configuration = null;
private DBUnitHibernateConfigurator() {
super();
}
private static Configuration getConfiguration()
throws HibernateException {
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if (configuration == null) {
configuration = new Configuration().configure();
}
return configuration;
}
public static IDataSet getDataSet(final String fileName)
throws ResourceNotFoundException,
DBUnitHibernateConfigurationException {
try{
return DBUnitConfigurator.getDataSet(fileName);
}catch(DBUnitConfigurationException e2){
throw new DBUnitHibernateConfigurationException(
"DBUnitConfigurationException in getDataSet", e2);
}
}
private static String getProperty(final String name)
throws HibernateException {
return getConfiguration().getProperty(name);
}
public static Properties getHibernateProperties()
throws ResourceNotFoundException,
DBUnitHibernateConfigurationException{
try{
final Properties hProp = new Properties();
hProp.put("hibernate.connection.driver_class",
DBUnitHibernateConfigurator.getProperty(
"hibernate.connection.driver_class"));
hProp.put("hibernate.connection.url",
DBUnitHibernateConfigurator.getProperty(
"hibernate.connection.url"));
hProp.put("hibernate.connection.username",
DBUnitHibernateConfigurator.getProperty(
"hibernate.connection.username"));
hProp.put("hibernate.connection.password",
DBUnitHibernateConfigurator.getProperty(
"hibernate.connection.password"));
return hProp;
}catch(HibernateException e){
throw new DBUnitHibernateConfigurationException(
"HibernateException in getHibernatePropertiesFile", e);
}
}
public static IDatabaseConnection getDBUnitConnection()
throws DBUnitHibernateConfigurationException{
try{
final Properties props =
DBUnitHibernateConfigurator.getHibernateProperties();
return DBUnitConfigurator.getDBUnitConnection(props);
}catch(DBUnitConfigurationException e1){
throw new DBUnitHibernateConfigurationException(
"DBUnitConfigurationException in getDBUnitConnection", e1);

151
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}catch (ResourceNotFoundException e2) {
throw new DBUnitHibernateConfigurationException(
"ResourceNotFoundException in getDBUnitConnection", e2);
}
}
}

Note how the class in Listing 6-20 puts the Hibernate connection
information in a Properties object, which is then converted into
DbUnit’s IDatabaseConnection type in a DBUnitConfigurator class.
The DbUnit connection type is then returned via the getDBUnitConnection method. DbUnit’s IDataSet type, which represents those
XML files containing all the data, is returned via the getDataSet
method. This method frees developers from having to provide a path to
a file—something especially tricky in different environments.
In Listing 6-21, a custom abstract test case class can be created
which requests that implementers feed the desired data set information
for a particular test case.
LISTING 6-21

Convenient Test Case

public abstract class DefaultDBUnitHibernateTestCase extends
DatabaseTestCase {
public DefaultDBUnitHibernateTestCase(String name) {
super(name);
}
protected void setUp() throws Exception {
super.setUp();
DefaultHibernateSessionFactory.
closeSessionAndEvictCache();
DefaultHibernateSessionFactory.
getInstance().getHibernateSession();
}
protected void tearDown() throws Exception {
DefaultHibernateSessionFactory.
closeSessionAndEvictCache();
super.tearDown();
}
protected IDatabaseConnection getConnection() throws Exception {
return DBUnitHibernateConfigurator.
getDBUnitConnection();
}
protected IDataSet getDataSet() throws Exception {
final String fileName = this.getDBUnitDataSetFileForSetUp();
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DatabaseTestCase.assertNotNull("data set file was null", fileName);
return DBUnitHibernateConfigurator.getDataSet(fileName);
}
protected abstract String getDBUnitDataSetFileForSetUp();
}

A sample resulting test case that implements DefaultDBUnitis shown in Listing 6-22.

HibernateTestCase

LISTING 6-22

The New Test Case in Action

public class WordDAOImplTest extends DefaultDBUnitHibernateTestCase {
public void testUpdateWordSpelling() throws Exception{
WordDAOImpl dao = new WordDAOImpl();
IWord wrd = dao.findWord("pugnacious");
wrd.setSpelling("pugnacious-ness");
dao.updateWord(wrd);
IWord wrd2 = dao.findWord("pugnacious-ness");
assertEquals("should be id of 1", 1, wrd2.getId());
}
public void testFindVerifyDefinitionsSize() throws Exception{
WordDAOImpl dao = new WordDAOImpl();
IWord wrd = dao.findWord("pugnacious");
Set defs = wrd.getDefinitions();
assertEquals("size should be one", 1, defs.size());
}
protected String getDBUnitDataSetFileForSetUp() {
return "words-seed.xml";
}
public WordDAOImplTest(String name) {
super(name);
}
}

DbUnit offers an API (as shown earlier) that can be utilized effectively via composition, which creates enormous opportunities for powerful combination frameworks, too. With this added flexibility, testing
various architectures at different layers becomes quite easy. For example, developer testing of Struts applications can be challenging. A
common tactic is to utilize a framework like HttpUnit, which simulates
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HTTP requests; however, this can be tedious work and doesn’t offer
the desired precision for Struts architecture that heavily utilizes
Action classes and a configuration for mapping requests.
The StrutsTestCase project was created to address this issue. With
this framework you can easily isolate and test Struts’ Action classes.
This project, however, requires a developer to extend a base class
which handles mocking of a servlet container. If a Struts application
requires the use of a database, you may be left in a quandary.
Via DbUnit’s API, a combination framework can be created that
utilizes the seeding capabilities of DbUnit with the mocking capabilities of the StrutsTestCase project (see Listing 6-23).
LISTING 6-23

Combination Struts and Hibernate Test Case

public abstract class DefaultDBUnitMockStrutsTestCase
extends MockStrutsTestCase {
public DefaultDBUnitMockStrutsTestCase(String testName) {
super(testName);
}
public void setUp() throws Exception {
super.setUp();
this.executeOperation(this.getSetUpOperation());
}
public void tearDown() throws Exception{
super.tearDown();
this.executeOperation(this.getTearDownOperation());
}
private void executeOperation(DatabaseOperation operation)
throws Exception{
if (operation != DatabaseOperation.NONE){
final IDatabaseConnection connection =
this.getConnection();
try{
operation.execute(connection, this.getDataSet());
}finally{
closeConnection(connection);
}
}
}
protected void closeConnection(IDatabaseConnection connection)
throws Exception{
connection.close();
}
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protected abstract Properties getConnectionProperties();
protected abstract String getDBUnitDataSetFileForSetUp();
protected IDatabaseConnection getConnection() throws Exception {
final Properties dbPrps = this.getConnectionProperties();
DatabaseTestCase.
assertNotNull("database properties were null", dbPrps);
return DBUnitConfigurator.getDBUnitConnection(dbPrps);
}
protected DatabaseOperation getSetUpOperation() throws Exception {
return DatabaseOperation.CLEAN_INSERT;
}
protected DatabaseOperation getTearDownOperation() throws Exception {
return DatabaseOperation.NONE;
}
protected IDataSet getDataSet() throws Exception {
final String fileName = this.getDBUnitDataSetFileForSetUp();
DatabaseTestCase.assertNotNull("data set file was null", fileName);
return DBUnitConfigurator.getDataSet(fileName);
}
}

Once again, you may be left with the option of hard-coding connection information or reusing existing files for this purpose. Testing a
Struts application that uses Hibernate? Not a problem—just combine
the new DefaultDBUnitMockStrutsTestCase with its handy utility
for reading Hibernate files.
For example, Listing 6-24 is a class that implements a DefaultMerlinMockStrutsTestCase class, which combines the DbUnit capability of DefaultDBUnitMockStrutsTestCase with the handy Hibernate
reader utility defined previously in Listing 6-20.
LISTING 6-24

The Combo Framework in Action

public class ProjectListActionTest
extends DefaultMerlinMockStrutsTestCase {
public void testProjectListAction() throws Exception{
this.setRequestPathInfo("/viewProjects");
this.actionPerform();
this.verifyForward("success");
IProject[] projects = (IProject[])this.getRequest().
getAttribute("projects");
assertNotNull("object was null", projects);
}
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public ProjectListActionTest(String name) {
super(name);
}
protected String getDBUnitDataSetFileForSetUp() {
return "dbunit-project-seed.xml";
}
}

Now you have one excellent test case, making it difficult for anyone
to complain that they can’t test this application in a repeatable manner.

Limit Test Cases to One Assert
During the drive of development with tight schedules and impending
happy hours, it’s tempting to try and fit everything into a test case. This
haphazardness tends to lead to an abundance of assert methods ending
up in one test case. For example, the code in Listing 6-25 attempts to
verify the behavior of HierarchyBuilder’s buildHierarchy method
as well as the behavior of the Hierarchy object in one test case.
LISTING 6-25

A Test Case with Too Many Asserts

public void testBuildHierarchy() throws Exception{
Hierarchy hier = HierarchyBuilder.buildHierarchy(
"test.com.vanward.adana.hierarchy.HierarchyBuilderTest");
assertEquals("should be 2", 2,
hier.getHierarchyClassNames().length);
assertEquals("should be junit.framework.TestCase",
"junit.framework.TestCase",
hier.getHierarchyClassNames()[0]);
assertEquals("should be junit.framework.Assert",
"junit.framework.Assert",
hier.getHierarchyClassNames()[1]);
}

Note that there are three assert methods in Listing 6-25. This is a
valid JUnit test case; there is nothing prohibiting the inclusion of multiple asserts in a test case. The problem with this practice, however, is
that JUnit is built to be fast-failing. If the first assert fails, the whole
test case is abandoned from the point of failure. This means that the
next two asserts aren’t run during that test run.
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Once a code fix is completed and the test is rerun, the second
assert may fail, which causes a repeat of the whole fix-rerun test case
cycle. If when running the second try, the third assert fails, yet again,
the process repeats. Notice an inefficient pattern here?
A more effective practice is to try and limit one assert to each test
case. That way, rather than repeating the three-step process just
described any number of times, you can get all your failures without
intervention in one test run. For example, the code from Listing 6-25
would be refactored into three separate test cases (see Listing 6-26).
LISTING 6-26

Test Case Refactoring

public final void testBuildHierarchyStrSize() throws Exception{
Hierarchy hier = HierarchyBuilder.buildHierarchy(
"test.com.vanward.adana.hierarchy.HierarchyBuilderTest");
assertEquals("should be 2", 2,
hier.getHierarchyClassNames().length);
}
public final void testBuildHierarchyStrNameAgain() throws Exception{
Hierarchy hier = HierarchyBuilder.buildHierarchy(
"test.com.vanward.adana.hierarchy.HierarchyBuilderTest");
assertEquals("should be junit.framework.TestCase",
"junit.framework.TestCase",
hier.getHierarchyClassNames()[0]);
}
public final void testBuildHierarchyStrName() throws Exception{
Hierarchy hier = HierarchyBuilder.buildHierarchy(
"test.com.vanward.adana.hierarchy.HierarchyBuilderTest");
assertEquals("should be junit.framework.Assert",
"junit.framework.Assert",
hier.getHierarchyClassNames()[1]);
}

With three separate test cases, in the first test run, three failures are
reported. This way, you can limit yourself to one fix-rerun cycle. This
practice, of course, leads to a proliferation of test cases. This is why
we have the separate directory structure introduced at the beginning of
this chapter. And the number of test cases is growing at the rate of your
code, so you must be making progress!

❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑ ❑
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Summary
How reliable do you want your software to be? Source code is only as
reliable as the test coverage, and tests are only as valuable as their
execution frequency. By segregating tests into four automatable categories mapping to unit, component, system, and functional, a CI system can be configured to execute tests in an efficient manner. Unit
tests can be run during checkins; component, system, and functional
tests on some regular interval—such as with a secondary build.
Table 6-1 summarizes the practices covered in this chapter.
TABLE 6-1

CI Practices Discussed in This Chapter

Practice

Description

Automate unit tests

Automate your unit tests, preferably with a unit testing framework such as NUnit or JUnit. These unit
tests should have no external dependencies such as
a file system or database.

Automate component tests

Automate your component tests with unit testing
frameworks such as JUnit, NUnit, DbUnit, and
NDbUnit if you are using a database. These tests
involve more objects and typically take much longer
to run than unit tests.

Automate system
tests

System tests are longer to run than component tests
and usually involve multiple components.

Automate functional
tests

Functional tests can be automated using tools like
Selenium (for Web applications) and Abbot for GUI
applications. Functional tests operate from a user’s
perspective and are typically the longest running
tests in your automated test suite.

Categorize developer tests

By categorizing your tests into distinct “buckets,” you
can run slower running tests (e.g., component) at different intervals than faster running tests (e.g., unit).

Run faster tests first

Run your unit tests prior to running component, system, and functional tests. You can achieve this by
categorizing your tests.

Write tests for
defects

Increase your code coverage by writing tests based
on new defects and ensuring that the defect does not
surface again.

Make component
tests repeatable

Use database testing frameworks to make certain
that the data is a “known state,” which helps make
component tests repeatable.
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Practice

Description

Limit test cases to
one assert

Spend less time tracking down the cause of a test
failure by limiting your automated tests to one assertion per test.

Questions
Use this list of questions to evaluate your test process in light of the CI
environment and what it can provide for you.
■ Are you categorizing your automated tests, such as unit tests, com-

ponent tests, system tests, and functional tests?
■ Are you configuring your CI system to run each test category with

different staged builds?
■ Are you writing automated unit tests for each defect?
■ How many asserts are in each of your test cases? Are you limiting

each test case to one assert?
■ Are these tests automatable? Has your project committed auto-

mated developer tests to the version control repository?
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